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By Starkey, David.

Quercus. 1 Cloth(s), 2015. hard. Book Condition: New. In 1215, King John I of England faced a
domestic crisis as several baronial landholders rebelled against his heavy-handed rule. Though
their written "Articles of the Barons" sought protection for themselves, the rough document was
edited and amplified by the Archbishop of Canterbury as a charter of basic rights, becoming the
Magna Carta, and further mythologized by later scholars who used it to argue for the rights of all
citizens. Historian and television presenter David Starkey here untangles historical and modern
misconceptions about one of the founding documents of democracy. Along the way, he shows how
the Magna Carta laid the foundation for the British constitution, influenced the American
Revolution and the U.S. constitution, and continues to shape jurisprudential thinking about
individual rights around the world today."A soaring account of the months that transformed a
messy feudal squabble into Magna Carta, a document of transcendent historical importance in the
English-speaking world. It is a reminder that, when Starkey flexes his historical muscles, he is a
mighty impressive scholar. And his crisp storytelling, based around short chapters and rolling
rhetoric, is extremely entertaining."Dan Jones 285.
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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